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Abstract-The purpose of this paper is to investigate the precession of vibrational modes (or 
standing waves) of a hemispherical shell due to the effect of a small constant axial rotation, where 
previously resonant modes exists. Niordson thin shell theory, which allows the stretch of the middle 
surface and is expressed in an invariant form, is employed to derive the equations of bending 
vibration of a rotating open shell. Analysis is divided into two phases. For the first one, only the 
Coriolis force is considered. The frequency change due to the presence of Coriolis force can be 
obtained by solving the equation of solvability condition in the course of perturbation analysis. The 
precession rate of the vibrational modes is obtained in an analytical expression. For the second 
phase both the Coriolis and centrifugal forces are considered. The displacements are considered as 
the vectorial sum of the initial and incremental displacements. The initial displacements result from 
the non-vibrational rotating shell which experiences centrifugal forces. The incremental dis- 
placements are the vibrational displacements of the rotating shell relative to the initial state. Results 
through analytical analysis show that the centrifugal force affects the frequencies of forward and 
backward travelling waves but does not influence the precession rate of the vibrational modes. 
Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd. 

INTRODUCTION 

Bryan (1890) was the first to investigate the dynamics of the revolving ring or cylinder, and 
discovered that Coriolis forces give rise to a splitting of the frequencies of natural modes 
of flexural vibrations, leading to precession of standing waves and beats. Since then, many 
people steadily improved our knowledge of rotating rings and cylinders [see, e.g., Carrier 
(1945), Srinivasan and Lauterbach (1971), Zhuravlev and Klimov (1983), Saito and Endo 
(1986), Huang and Soedel(l988)]. Shevchuk and Thullen (1978) experimentally produced 
the travelling wave phenomena on a rotating cylindrical shell by means of a stationary 
exciting force. Endo et al. (1984) experimentally measured the frequencies of forward and 
backward flexural travelling waves of a thin rotating ring. 

Recently Matthews and Rybak (1992) commented that solid state gyroscopes, in which 
a vibrating hemispherical shell is used as the sensing element, become attractive and 
competitive in comparison with the ring laser gyroscopes or fibre optical gyroscopes due to 
the nature of optimum cost versus degree of required accuracy and reliability. Investigations 
of free vibrations of non-rotating spherical shells are numerous, but there are few about 
the case of rotating ones. Beckemyer and Eversman (1971) studied the effects of shell 
geometry parameters on the natural frequencies of free vibration of a spinning, centrally 
clamped, shallow spherical shell. Chen et al. (1993) analysed, by using the finite element 
method, the effects of inertial forces on the resonance frequencies of high speed rotating 
shells of revolution. None of them have investigated the precessional phenomenon of 
modal vibration patterns. The work of Loper and Lynch (1983) described a hemispherical 
resonator gyroscope and measured the precession rate of the vibrational mode. Both works 
of Loper and Lynch (1983) and Matthews and Rybak (1992) do not give theoretical verification. 

Zhuravlev and Popov (1985) investigated the vibrations of a rotating hemispherical 
shell for the cases of both constant and time-varying spin rate. They proved that the 
precession of the standing wave is an integrating phenomenon. Their equations for the 
precession rate were obtained based on the use of the Rayleigh inextensional mode and the 
effect of the centrifugal force was not considered. Egarmin (1986) estimated the precession 
rate of a rotating axisymmetric shell by using the reciprocity theorem in a non-rigorous 
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manner. To simplify the analysis he equated the displacements of two different deformed 
states corresponding to the two different rotating speeds of the shell, which are used in the 
reciporcity theorem, and approximated them by the displacement of non-rotating state. 
Centrifugal forces were not considered and inextensional middle surfaces were assumed. In 
this paper, instead of using the above-mentioned non-rigorous approach, the vibrational 
equations are solved directly by analytical methods to obtain the explicit expression for 
precession rate. 

The assumption of inextensional middle surface, made in Lord Rayleigh’s thin shell 
theory and adopted by Egarmin (1986), is removed in this paper. The reasons for this 
removal are as follows: Love (1888) pointed out that boundary conditions at a free edge 
of an open shell could not be satisfied without at least some extension of the middle surface. 
Niordson (1985) showed that for the thin open spherical shell case, Lord Rayleigh’s solution 
gives an upper bound for the frequency and gives frequency of infinite value when the open 
shell becomes close, which is not true. 

In this paper we make an attempt to derive an analytic expression for the precession rate 
of a rotating open spherical shell. Niordson’s shell theory, which included the extensional 
deformation of the middle surface and was derived in a coordinate-independent form, is 
employed and extended to accommodate the inertial forces caused by the rotation of the 
shell. Analysis is divided into two phases. For the first phase, only the Coriolis force is 
considered, since the precession phenomenon of standing waves is primarily caused by it. 
For the second phase, the centrifugal force is added and its effect is analysed. Since the 
angular velocity of the vehicle measured by gyroscopes is usually small (below 1Hz in most 
use), it is, therefore, assumed that the shell considered rotates at low speed R and the ratio 
E of rZ to the frequency of the first bending mode of the shell is small. For the first phase 
the response due to the effect of Coriolis force is considered as a perturbed solution with 
respect to the solution of free vibration of the non-rotating shell. Niordson (1984) and 
Kalnins and Wilkinson (1965) had obtained, respectively, the exact solutions of dis- 
placements in different approach for the non-rotating shell in free vibration. The unper- 
turbed system is self-adjoint and exactly the same as the homogeneous part of the perturbed 
system. The perturbed frequencies are obtained by solving the equation of solvability 
condition which must be satisfied by the solution of perturbed system. Niordson’s solution 
(1984) of free vibration of a non-rotating shell is directly taken as the solution of the 
unperturbed system which is needed in the equation of solvability condition. The analytical 
expression for the precession rate of the vibrational modes can be obtained without knowing 
the solution of the perturbed system. The result of precessional angle agrees well with the 
experimental one. 

For the second phase the deformation displacements are decomposed into the initial 
and incremental ones. The initial displacements are the ones of the non-vibrating shell, 
which are caused by the centrifugal force. The incremental displacements are due to the 
vibration of the rotating shell and are measured with respect to the initial state. The 
initial displacements are obtained by solving the membrane equations. The terms, that are 
neglected in the equations of equilibrium, are shown to be small, which justifies the good 
approximation of the true state by the membrane state. Incremental equations of motion 
are derived by using the principle of virtual work. The method of travelling waves is adopted 
to seperate the time and circumferential variables from the latitudinal one. The application 
of Galerkin method to the resultant ordinary differential equations leads to the algebraic 
equations for natural frequencies o of a rotating shell. These frequencies are expanded in 
series of E. The second-order approximation of frequencies, which are obtained in explicit 
form, gives the answer about the effect of the centrifugal force on the wave speed of forward 
and backward travelling waves and the precession rate of the standing waves. 

THE EFFECT OF CORIOLIS FORCE 

Equations of motion 
A thin hemispherical shell of radius R and thickness h clamped at the pole and rotating 

about the symmetric 2 axis at a constant speed Q is shown in Fig. 1, where the X, Y, Z 
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system. 

axes are fixed in space. The middle surface of a shell in the undeformed state is parameterised 
by any two independent coordinates 0’, 19~. Let acr (ot = 1, 2) denote the covariant tangent 
vectors of the f3’, Q2 curvilinear coordinate system and a3 the unit normal vector to the shell. 
a3 is defined by a3 = $‘fla, x aD, where aaB is the two-dimensional permutation tensor. The 
metric tensor and curvature tensor are denoted by aolB and d+ respectively. For spherical 
shell dorB = -(l/R)aza. The displacement vector u of the middle surface due to deformation 
is denoted by u = da, + wa = uBaS + wa 3. The corresponding physical components of dis- 
placements are u = ~‘/@,a = u2/p, and W, where a” = al-a’ and u22 = a2*a2. On 
the assumption of small strain and rotation the linear strain tensor EGa and bending tensor 
KM8 take, respectively, the forms 

(2) 

where quantities marked by the superscript ‘*’ are measured in the deformed state and D, 
denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to the surface coordinate 8”. In order to 
get more simple equations of motion, an alternative bending tensor %a (Niordson, 1984) : 

is used to replace K+ I& is a function of w only. Let N@ and MUD denote the membrane 
stress and moment tensors, respectively. Through the use of the principle of virtual work, 
N”BSE,,+M”p6K,p = i’?86E,,+Ma86&, the appropriate membrane stress tensor pB is 
obtained as #@ = IV@-(2/R)M@. The two-dimensional shell equations in terms of M”fi 
and flab are 

D,#@+Fp = 0, /3 = 1,2 (4) 

D,D,MuB+ -&&Ii&F’ = 0, (5) 
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where FB and F3 are components of resultant applied forces per unit area of the middle 
surface along surface coordinate system. Equations (4) and (5) are surface coordinates- 
independent. The membrane stress and moment tensor, in terms of displacements based on 
Hooke’s constitutive law, take the form : 

pa = 5 (1 -v) ; D,ul,+;Dgu,+ ;CL,~MI 
[ ( 

) +va .,(,:,+ %)I, (6) 

and 

MaB = D[(l-v)(o.Db+ +f”w)+va”“(A+ $)w], (7) 

where E and v are the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively, D = Eh3/12(1 -v’), 
D” = dyDy, and A = D,D” is the Laplacian. If the spherical coordinates, 8’ = 8 and 8’ = 4, 
are chosen as the surface coordinates for the middle surface, then ul’ = 1/R2, 
a22 = l/(R’ sin2 9), and 

i a2 
“2 ( a i a2 

____ j$+coteg+sin2(j 842 ) 
The constant angular velocity of the shell expressed in the surface coordinate system 

is R = tiaj with components Sz’ = -R sin 0/R, R2 = 0, and R3 = n cos 8. The external 
forces in shell equations (4) and (5) are the inertial forces -ph[ii+20 x ti], with the 
centrifugal force neglected due to the assumption of small rotating speed. Their components 
along the surface coordinate system are 

- Ffl = p,‘g$ + 2ph,$?‘Q.Q. . 
11, - F3 = phG+2phc3”%2,zi, ; cc, fi = 1,2, i, j = 1,2,3 (8) 

where p is the density, ~~~~ IS the three-dimensional permutation tensor. The boundary 
conditions for the shell clamped at the pole are 

aw 
u=u=w=~=~, at e=o 

and the boundary conditions for the free edge at 0 = 7112 

(10) 

where N and S are the normal and tangent membrane stresses, respectively, acting on the 
boundary curve Y of the middle surface, MB and Q are the bending moment and effective 
shear force on 9, n, and t, are the components of unit outward normal and tangent vectors 
to 9, the variable s in eqn (10d) represents the arc length of the boundary curve 3. 

Analysis 
The solutions for the displacements u’, u2, and w are assumed in the travelling wave 

type as 
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(11) 

where w is the wave speed of the travelling wave and 10.11 represents the natural frequency 
of the rotating shell, p is the number of circumferential wave, z?, tl”, and w are the 
displacement components of an arbitrary, say the nth, latitudinal mode. For simplicity the 
operators in eqns (4) and (5) are redefined as 

L”(u) = D,fi"", -L(u) = D,D,M”p + 3~: + f fl:, cc,B = 1,2. 

Substituting eqns (8) and (11) into eqns (4) and (5) and letting the coefficients of 
cos(p~$ - wt) and sin(p4 - ot) in the left-hand side of resultant equations to those in the 
right-hand side, we obtain : 

cos 8 
LL(U)+phu*d = 2phQwoT, 

L2(U)+phm2u2 = Zphm;(licotB+w), 

L(u) + pho*w = 2phRwfi sin 0. (12) 

The overlined quantities in eqn (12) mean that they are functions of 8 only, such as 

where 

D,uy = u3 +l-$d = [a,; +pii2 +cot &I’], 

ri is Christoffel symbol of second kind, and 

D1 D,d’ = [a,;+pa2 +cot &‘],o, D, w = *,,. 

Let E = Q/w,,, where (o,,[ denotes the natural frequency of the nth latitudinal and the 
pth circumferential mode of the non-rotating shell. E is a small parameter on the assumption 
that Q << ]w,J. We consider that the solutions of eqn (12) consist of the unperturbed one, 
which is the response of the free vibration of the non-rotating shell, and the perturbed one, 
which is caused by the Coriolis acceleration due to the rotation. So the displacements and 
frequency are expanded in series of c as 

Q&+&f+..., c(= 1,2 

w = /J+tb+ . ..) 

(13) 
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The system of eqns (4) and (5) is linear based on the assumption of small deformation, 
therefore, the stresses can also be expanded in series of E in the same form of displacements 

0 1 
N”” = N”fl++-@+ . . . . ) (14) 

Substituting eqn (13) into eqn (12) and setting the coefficients of like powers of L equal 
zero, we obtain the governing equations for u , i2, and R 11 

L$l) + pho& = 0, 

&+$K&J=o, cI= 1,2, (15) 

and the governing equations for z!il, ii , and $ ‘2 

0 

ocose 
L’(:)+ph& = -2phwow, # +Zphw;~~, 

0 

L2(:)+phw$i2 = -2phooo, & +Z~~~~(~cose+~sinB)~, 

L(&)+phwi iL = -2pho,o, $+2phw~ isine. (16) 

Substituting eqn (14) into eqns (9) and (lo), the clamped boundary conditions at 8 = 0” 
become 

(170) 

and the boundary conditions at 8 = 7112 become 

Only the solutions of first approximation are considered here. As can be seen, the operators 
of the homogeneous part of eqns (16) are the same as those of eqns (15). It is well known 
that if a self-adjoint system, L(u) = 0 in region A with boundary conditions B(u) = 0 on 
boundary dA, has a non-zero solution u, the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
inhomogeneous system, L(v) = b in region A with boundary conditions B(v) = 0 on &4, to 
have a non-zero solution, is that the solvability condition, jaau * b dA = 0, must be satisfied. 

The vibrational equations of a non-rotating open spherical shell, i.e. eqns (4) and (5) 
with Ffl = phw2uB and F3 = phco2w, and boundary conditions (9) and (10) with any set of 
curvilinear coordinates chosen as independent variables can be proved to be self-adjoint 
(Hwang, 1993), which, in turn, implies the self-adjoint of the system of eqns (15) and the 
associated boundary conditions. The solvability condition, that is, the integration of the 
d:t rropt of the vector composed of the right-hand side of eqn (16) and the vector 
(a,, ii2, m) with the weight function sin 0 from 8 = 0 to f3 = B. is zero, gives 

et7 0 s-u 0-I ocOse 
al --0OO~U +o; if---_ +fi, 

0 R ) [ ~@cos8+Xsin8-~,~, E)& 
1 

(18) 
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where B,, is the opening angle of the open shell, z!, z, and $ are the solution of equations 
(15) and (17a, c), and can be extracted from the exact solution (Niordson, 1984) listed in 
Appendix A. Using the orthonomal property 

s :” [(i)” +(g)’ + (;)‘I sin BdQ = 1, 

o0 comes out from eqn (18) as 

w, =2 
is 

:” [$cosO+~sin&sinOdB 00 =f(u)oo. (19) 

Then the first approximation of the natural frequency of the pth circumferential and nth 
latitudinally bending mode is 

0 = wo +m, = 00 +!qu>. (20) 

The frequencies of the forward and backward travelling waves are, respectively, 

b+I = l~oI+Qf(u), b-l = lQJoI-Qfw. (21) 

The combination of these two travelling waves gives 

cos(p~- (0, (t)+cos(pfj+ lo_ It) = 2cos (p+nf(u)r) cos ]Wo]t. (22) 

Discussions 
The Coriolis force induced by the rotation of the shell will cause the natural frequency 

w. of the (p, n) (the pth circumferential and nth latitudinal) vibrational mode of the non- 
rotating shell to bifurcate into two, that is, 10,) and ]w_] given by eqn (21). It also 
causes the vibrational mode to be split into two travelling waves which travel along the 
circumferential direction, the forward travelling wave with wave speed lo+/ less than w. 
and the backward travelling wave with wave speed lo_ I greater than oo. As mentioned by 
Bryan (1980) for the rotating ring or cylindrical shell, these two travelling waves of same 
amplitude can be combined into a standing wave which moves relative to the rotating 
ring or cylindrical shell with negative angular velocity. The precessional phenomenon of 
vibrational mode is also found in open spherical shell and is used as the working principle 
of integrating gyros (Loper and Lynch, 1983). Equation (22) shows that the standing wave 
has the frequency loo] which is the same as that of the non-rotating shell and moves relative 
to the shell with angular velocity Qf(u)/p or moves relative to an inertial space with a 
precessional rate R +Qf(u)/p, wheref(u) is negative as can be seen in the following example. 
This precessional rate is linearly proportional to the spin rate of the shell and becomes 
larger for higher circumferential mode. 

A particular open spherical shell of thickness h = 0.1 cm, radius R = 5 cm, density 
p = 8 g cmp3, Y oung’s modulus E = 2 x IO” NT cm-‘, and Poisson ratio v = 0.3 is 
considered. The frequencies obtained by theory (Niordson, 1985) are very close to those 
obtained experimentally by modal testing for the first bending (n = 1) and different cir- 
cumferential (p = 2, 3, 4, 5) modes as shown in Table 1. Equation (19) indicates that f(u) 

Table 1. Natural frequencies (Hz) by theoretical prediction and experimental 
measurement 

(IA n) (231) (3,l) (471) (5,l) 

Theory 405 1101 2056 3229 
Experiment 410 1086 2003 3125 
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Table 2. Precessional angles of mode shapes for 
different B0 when the shell rotates 90” 

05 n) & = 60” B,, = 15” e. = 90 

(2,l) 16.3’ 70.58” 65.07” 
(3,l) 81.77” 78.43” 15.4” 
(4,l) 84.58” 82.49” 80.71” 

Table 3. The value off(u) for the (p, 2) modes, wherep = 1, 2, . ,5, for different 
values of Poisson’s ratio 

(P> n) Y = 0.1 V = 0.2 ” = 0.3 Y = 0.4 v = 0.5 

(2J) -0.28927 -0.31413 -0.33874 -0.36319 -0.38765 
(3,2) -0.26603 - 0.28706 -0.30730 -0.32675 - 0.34538 
(4,2) -0.24827 -0.26849 - 0.28809 -0.30702 -0.32526 
(5,2) -0.22927 - 0.24849 -0.26724 - 0.28549 -0.30319 

depends on the opening angle f&. Our numerical results show that the smaller the opening 
angle is, the larger is the precessional rate. When the shell rotates 90”, the precessional 
angle of nodal lines is listed in Table 2. For a hemispherical shell with the mode (p, n) = (2, 
l), the precessional angle is 65.07”. A 63” rotation of the standing wave was approximately 
measured by Loper and Lynch (1983) for &, lying in the range 9%96”. Thef(u) in eqn (19) 
depends on the vibrational displacements (or mode shape) &g, R of the non-rotating 
hemispherical shell. From Appendix A we know that these displacements depend on the 
quantities c,,, . . . , cw4 which, in turn, depend on the material property such as Poisson’s 
ratio v explicitly. Table 3 gives the values of f(u) for the second latitudinal and various 
circumferential modes with different values of Poisson’s ratio. Since the second decimal 
digit is varied, the effect of v onf(u) or the precession rate is significant for the moderate 
or high frequency modes such as the (2, 2) and (3, 2) modes. Although the present paper 
treats the spin rate as a constant, our results apply to the more general case of time-varying 
inertial rates as proven by Zhuravlev and Popov (1985) that the precession of the standing 
wave is an integrating phenomenon. 

THE EFFECT OF CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 

The centrifugal force which is neglected in the preceding sections is included here and 
its effect on the natural frequencies and precession rate are analysed. It is assumed that the 
strain caused by the centrifugal force is small. Linear straindisplacement and stress-strain 
relations allow us to decompose the displacements (or stress) into initial and incremental 
ones. The initial displacements (or stress) result from the non-vibrating shell experiencing 
centrifugal force. The incremental displacements (or stress) are caused by the vibration of 
the rotating shell and are measured relative to the initial state. The initial stress is approxi- 
mated by the stress in the membrane state. The membrane equations of equilibrium for a 
rotating but non-vibrating shell are obtained by setting the components of moment tensor 
equaling zero (i.e. M@ = 0) in eqns (4) and (5) 

where IV@ is the initial membrane stress. The stress boundary conditions at the free edge 
are 

N = ~pngna = 0, S = mclflns t, = 0, at fj = 8,. (24) 

Carrying out the covariant derivative, eqn (23a) becomes 
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fiy + NT:, + NT& + P = 0, p = 1) 2. (25) 

The second one of eqn (25) is identically zero, because all the stresses are independent of 
the circumferential coordinate 4 and the centrifugal force F = Fpap+Pa, has component 
P* = 0. Since the centrifugal force is axisymmetric, shear stresses vanish, i.e. fl’* = P’ = 0. 
The resultant equations for unknowns N’ ’ and Nz2 are 

rn,‘,’ + rn’ l l-f, + w**r;* +P’ = 0, 

m; +fl; = RI' 

where P’ = phR2 sin 8 cos 0 and P = phR* sin2 0. Using 

Jqll = uIlfl’ 
1 _ 1 

I =__N’ m** = 
R2 

,, 
R*sin*e 

N:, r:, = cote,r:, = -sin8cos8, 

eqns (26) are simplified to 

(iVi sin e),, - cos tI IV: + phR* R2 sin’ B cos 8 = 0, 

fli +fli = phR2R2 sin* 8. 

The solutions of eqn (27) give the initial membrane stresses : 

N; = 0, 1’7: = phQ*R* sin* 0. 

The strain-stress relation, 

Ezp = & [(l + v)N,, - va,,d;l, 

gives the initial strains 

El, = -ipR2R4sin2e, E2* =kpC2*R4sin48. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

The strain-displacement equation (1) gives initial displacements 

l+v 
uI = 7pa2R4 sin B(cos 8-- l), 

242 = 0, 

w = kpf12R3[sin2 e--(1 +v)(cos* 0--case)]. (31) 

The terms in equations of equilibrium, but neglected in the membrane equations, are the 
ignored bending stress denoted by E(A?i) and 

The initial bending stress A?@ can be calculated by substituting eqn (31) into eqn (7). Then 
the ratio of E(A?z) to P can be evaluated as 
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Fig. 2. The plot of E(@E)/P versus latitudinal coordinate 0. 

E(M;) 
_ = $!;:) W+l)r+4]-[(3+v)(l+v)+8]Cot2~). P (32) 

The plot of E(A?:)/P versus latitudinal coordinate 0 for h/R = 0.01 and v = 0.3 is shown 
in Fig. 2. The result indicates that the ignored initial bending stress outside the neighborhood 
of 8 = 0 is close to zero. So the approximation of the actual initial state by the membrane 
state is justified. 

Incremental equations of motion 
The equations of motion of a rotating shell for the incremental state are derived in the 

invariant form in this section based on the skeleton of Niordson shell theory. In order to 
include the effect of initial stresses some terms in the strain-displacement equation that has 
been neglected in the linearized equation (1) must be retained (Soedel, 1981). The full 
strain-displacement equation is 

Ea8 = ;(Daug+DBu,) -dd,pw+;[D,uyDBuy -ddgywDNuy -d,,wD# 

+ dory dy,W2 +d,, dp6uyu6 +~,,u~w,~ +dsyuyw,, + w,~w,~]. (33) 

Since in-plane deformation is small compared to the transverse one, we neglect the 
square terms of in-plane deformation and the product terms of the in-plane and transverse 
deformation in the non-linear part of strain-displacement equations. Then the incremental 
membrane strain has the form 

where E$ and Es denote respectively the linear and non-linear part of the strain and they 
are 

E$ = ;(D,uB + Dp,) -do,gw, 

E$ = kid,, d$W2 + w,,w,,J (35) 

The total membrane strain N*@ of the shell is expressed as 
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N*“b = pB+_N”p, 

2149 

(36) 

where &PB and N@ are the initial and incremental stresses, respectively. The principle of 
virtual work appears in the following form 

s [N*%?E,, f A@SK,,] dA = [F*“&, +P*6w] dA 
.Vz s sl 

+ T%,+Qdw+M,;Sw ds+ 1 I[ 20 
T”&,+Q&v+M,$hv ds, (37) I 

where &’ denote the area of the middle surface of the shell, F*’ and P* are the in-plane 
and transverse body forces, respectively, P0 is the boundary curve of the middle surface at 
the clamped edage if the clamped angle is considered infinitesimal instead of zero, T are 
the in-plane boundary forces, and Q and MB are the effective shear force and bending 
moment on the boundary as defined in eqn (10). In the left-hand side of eqn (37), those 
terms, which will contribute to the non-linear part of the incremental equations of motion, 
are dropped. Then the remaining linear terms are 

left-hand side of eqn (37) = 
s 

[m”BSE$ + N*@GE& + Wa8K,,] dA. (384 
.d 

The variation of stresses in each term of the left-hand side of eqn (37) is expressed in terms 
of variation of displacements in the following and integration by parts is used if it is needed, 

s ii?jE$ dA = ; [2lVd,,d;w6w +m*B(w,,8w,,j + w$w,,)] dA 
4 s .BI 

= 
s 

[m”Q,dgw-D,(m”~w,,)]6wdA+ WBw,,ng)Jwb (38b) 
.d 

s N*@GE,L, dA = - [D,N*“pGu, +d,,N*%w] dA 
.sJ s s# 

+ 
P 

N*%,& ds+ r N*aBn86u, ds, (38~) 
_Y 

s M@GK,,dA = {(D,D,M@-d,,&Ma8)6w 
d s & 

+ hu,( - k@D,d: - 2d;D,M”“)} dA 

+ 
i 

[n,WBDpGw - nBD,WBGw + 2d~n,@‘Gu,] ds 
Y 

+ 
f 

[n,MaBDBGw-nnSD,MaBSw+2d~nBMu86u,] ds, (38d) 
20 

where the equation 

6KzB = D,DBGw+d,,D86vY+ds,D,GvY+GdD,d,,-d,,dl;6w 

and the equation of Codazzi DadBy - DBd,, = 0 have been used. 
Using the following formula 
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the underlined terms in the right-hand side of eqn (38d) can be converted to the form 

P n LI M@D B Gwds = 
&SW 

M”“n n --ds- 
Y “Bdn y P 

6~; (M%,t,J ds. VW 

Substituting eqn (38) into eqn (37), letting the coefficients of &,(a = 1, 2) and 6~ in the 
area integral equal zero since &,, 6~ are independent, 6u, = 6w = &?w/& = 0 in the line 
integral along _YO since variation of displacements at the clamped edge is not allowed, and 
also letting the coefficients of &A,, 6w, and diSw/& in the line integral along _Y equal zero, 
we obtain the linear equations of motion 

D,N*u8+MYBD,d~+2d,“D,MYBfF*” = 0, 

D,D,M@ -d,,d$M”B-d,,N*“B+~“Bd,,~~w-D,(m”Bw,,) = P”, (39) 

the boundary conditions for the clamped edge 

aw 
u=v=w--&), 

and the stress boundary conditions at the free edge (0 = 13,) 

N = (N*@ + 2d;MoY)n,nB = 0, 

S = (N*aB + 2d;MB”)n,t, = 0, 

M,=M”“nn =0 =B ) 

Q = Wafiw,,np -n,D,MaB - E (Mapnat,) = 0. 

The alternative bending tensor for the incremental state-like eqn (3) is 

W-4 

(4Ob) 

(41) 

By using the principle of virtual 

the appropriate membrane stress tensor is obtained as fl*@ = N*@ -(2/R)M”@. Being ex- 
pressed in terms of fl*@ instead of N*@ and using dms = -a,,JR, eqns (39) and (40b) 
become 

D,D,M@+ -$M;+ $:=+ ;I+Dp(I?%,) = P*, (43) 
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and 

N = ~*%zEng = 0, S = i?*afi,olts = 0, 

MB=MaBnn =0 a B , Q = iV~.~n~ -nBD,MaP - f (Mu%&) = 0. (44) 

Substracting eqn (23) from eqn (43) gives the incremental equations of motion 

(45) 

It is noted that in eqn (23) P’ = - ph[a x (Q x @‘)I * a’(i = 1, 2, 3 with E3 = P) where II’“’ is 
the initial displacement and Wi = riini = 0, and in eqn (43) F*’ = -ph{ii+2[fi x ri] 
i-ax [ax (u’“‘+u)]} *a’(i = 1, 2, 3 with F *3 = P*) where u is denoted as the incre- 
mental displacement and (u’“‘-tu) is the total displacement. The components of body 
force in eqn (45) is 

F’= F*‘-P’= -ph[ii+2(Oxti)+Rx(Rxu)]~a’, i= 1,2,3 (46) 

with F3 = P. The subtraction of eqn (24) from eqn (44) gives the stress boundary conditions 
at the free edge for the incremental state 

MB = M%,np = 0, Q = ~DLBw~,ng-nnliD2M38- L (M@n,t,) = 0. (47) 

The solutions of eqn (45) for the incremental displacements are expressed in the form of 
travelling waves like eqn (1 I). For the pth circumferental mode they are 

UI (6 4, Q = a, (@) co&J4--t), 

u2 = ii2 (0) sin(& -cot), 

w(d,q5, t) = w(e)cos(p#-cot). (48) 

The substitution of eqn (48) into eqn (45) gives 

cos e 
L’ (u) + phoV - 2phnUGF -ph~[~sinBc0s8+ac0s28] = 0, 

L*(u)+pho2u2-2ph~%[ac0te+~I-ph% & = 0, 

L(u)+pho2w-2ph~o~sin8+phR2Lp2~-~sin8c0s8] = 0. (49) 

The substitution of eqn (48) into eqn (46) yields 

I@~ = MaBn,np = 0, 0 = - n,D,Map - g(M^Pn,tp) = 0. (50) 

Again the overlined quantities in eqns (48), (49), and (50) mean that they are functions of 
0 only. In the previous case where only the Coriolis force is considered, the first-order 
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perturbed frequencies of the rotating shell are obtained by solving,the sol;vability condition 
without actually finding out the perturbed displacements such as uc( and w m eqn (13). The 
effect of centrifugal force on the natural frequency will appear in the second-order perturbed 
term in eqn (13~). Thus the first-order perturbed system, i.e. eqn (16), must be solved prior 
to solving the second-order perturbed frequency. An alternative approach, the Galerkin 
method and frequency perturbation, will be adopted to solve the natural frequency and to 
avoid the tedious manipulations for solving the perturbed displacements. In the application 
of the Galerkin technique, the latitudinal mode ii(O) in eqn (48) of thepth circumferentially 
travelling wave is expanded in series of the eigenfunctions u,(m = 1, 2,. .) which are the 
latitudinal mode shape of the non-rotating open shell at the pth circumferential wave. That 
is, 

Let W, denote the eigenvalue (or natural frequency) corresponding to the eigenfunction 
u,. The substitution of eqn (51) into eqn (49a) gives the residual RI as 

R, = xph(d -~$4,,,ii,-ph~A,[2d&,~0~e-Q~(m’,sine~0~e+ii,~0~~ e)]. 
m m 

(52a) 

Similarly, substituting eqn (51) into eqns (49b) and (49~) yields 

R2 = 1 ph(02 -C&A&,, - ph c A,,,[~c&(& cos 8 + wm sin 0) -R2&], 
m m 

(52b) 

R~ = Cph(02 -o$)A,,,@~ -ph~A,[2dB,,, sine+Q2(p2m’, -a, sinecose)]. (5%~) 
m m 

Taking the inner product of the residual vector (R,, R2, RJ and the nth latitudinal mode 
shape (c&,, Ok,, WJ and integrating them over the area of the middle surface, we have 

= 2ph~0CI 1 A, [(ii,~~ + ~7~) cos 8 + (77m*n + flnwm) sin e] sin 8 de 
m s 

+ phQ2 1 A,,, [p2 w,& - &,,a, cos2 e-u,,& - (@‘,a, + m,,tl,) sin 8 cos e] sin 8 de. (53) 
m s 

Defining 

G,, = 
s 

[(ii,& + ii,~,,) cos 0 + (o,,,$ + bum,,) sin 01 sin 8 de (54) 

and 

H,,,,, = 
s 

[P’w,,,$ - ii,,& COS’ 8 - a,,$* - (w,,#, + tt,$&) sin f3 cos e] sin 8 d 8, (55) 

and using the orthonomal property of the eigenfunctions u,, eqn (53) can be simplified to 
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A,(w’--0:) =2wR~A,G,,+i22~A,H,,,,, n= 1,2,.... 
m m 

2153 

(56) 

The non-dimensional wave speeds of the travelling waves in the rotating shell and the non- 
dimensional natural frequencies of the non-rotating shell are defined as 

where IO.+ 1 is the natural frequency of the first latitudinal andpth circumferential vibrational 
mode of the non-rotating shell. The notation 6 is used again but now is defined as the small 
ratio of the spin rate Sz to ol, i.e. L = R/w,. Equation (56) can be rewritten as 

A,(Q’-~,,~)=~~ECA,G,,+~~CA,H,,, n= 1,2,... 
m m 

or in matrix form 

[D]A = 0, 

where A = (A,, A2, . . . , AJT and the element D,, of the matrix [D] is 

D,, = - (Q2 - c$)d,, + ~EIBG,,,,, + t2 H,,,,. (57b) 

(574 

The wave speed is expanded in series of 6 as follows : 

Q z.2 S+&j+&+ ‘. . . (58) 

Substituting eqn (58) into eqn (57a) and letting the determinant of the matrix [D] equal 
zero yields 

t”%J +t’9, +c2cs2 + . ‘. = 0. (59) 

Letting the coefficients of like powers of 6 in the left-hand side of eqn (59) equal zero, we 
have 

LB0 = n(ci2 -CD;> = 0, 
m 

(60) 

(61) 
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where the operator II is defined as 

If IZ finite terms are chosen in eqn (51), the n roots of eqn (60) give the n solutions of & 
There are 

0 - -- 
U = U,,W2,0 -3,...,a, (63) 

their absolute values are the non-dimensional natural frequencies of fhe non-rotating shell. 

Substituting the $ in eqn (63) into eqn (61) gives the n solutions of Q 

t-, = Gkk = 2 
s 

go [iikCOS8+~j,Sin8]akSinede, k= 1,2,...,n (64) 
0 

which is the same as the functionf(u) in eqn (19). Substituting the obtained $ and h into 
eqn (62) gives the n solutions of & 

j$,~+&?k+fhk, I k= 1,2 ,..., n. 

J#k 
J 

(65) 

The substitution of eqns (63), (64), and (65) into eqn (58) gives the wave speed of the 
pth circumferential travelling wave in the rotating shell vibrating at the kth latitudinally 
bending mode as 

(66) 

The natural frequency of the forward travelling wave having kth latitudinally 
vibrational mode is 

and the natural frequency of the backward travelling 
vibrational mode is 

+G:k+& , I (67) 

wave having kth latitudinally 

+G:k+& (68) 

The second-order term in eqn (58), which appears in the terms proportional to R2 in eqns 
(67) and (68), is due to the effect of the centrifugal force and results in the increase of the 
natural frequencies of these two travelling waves. If this second-order term is neglected, the 
natural frequencies of travelling waves given by eqns (67) and (68) are exactly the same as 
those given by eqn (21). It is noteworthy that the second-order term in eqn (58) raises the 
vibrational frequency of the precessional standing wave which is the combination of the 
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Fig. 3. The natural frequencies of forward and backward travelling waves of the @, n) = (2, 1) mode 
versus c( = Q/oJ. 

two travelling waves in the same manner as eqn (22) in the previous section, but does not 
affect the precession rate. 

Discussion 
A particular shell considered in the previous section is used again here as an example. 

The natural frequencies of forward and backward second circumferential (p = 2) travelling 
waves with first latitudinal bending mode versus the small parameter c are plotted in Fig. 
3. In the approximation of the Galerkin method only the first three terms in the right-hand 
side of eqn (51) are taken into account. The values of coefficients G, and Hij are listed in 
Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The solid lines in Fig. 3 indicate the frequencies given either 
by eqn (21) or by the first approximation of eqn (58) with the effect of the centrifugal force 
removed. The dotted lines indicate the frequencies given by the second approximation of 
eqn (58) with the effect of the centrifugal force considered. The dashed lines are the 
frequencies obtained by numerically solving the characteristic equation det [D] = 0 resulting 
from eqn (57a). Although both first-order and second-order analytical solutions give the 
same result for the precession rate of the vibrational mode, for the natural frequency 
prediction, however, it is clear that, when the spin rate is slightly larger, e.g. in the range 
0.1 < t = R/w, < 0.4, the second-order solution is more accurate than the first-order one. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The linear relation between the precession rate of the vibrational mode (or the standing 
wave) and the spin rate of the rotating open spherical shell is the basic principle by which 
a hemispherical resonator gyro predicts the angular rate by measuring the precessional 

Table 4. Coefficient G,, for a shell of open angle 90”, 
G,, = G,, 

Gv 1 2 3 

1 -0.5548 - 0.0523 -0.0057 
2 -0.3387 -0.0171 
3 - -0.1355 

Table 5. Coefficient H,, for a spherical shell of open 
angle 90”, H,, = H,, 

% 1 2 3 

1 2.7202 0.3925 0.0786 
2 2.6619 0.5694 
3 2.7784 
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angle of the vibrational mode. In the present paper, the analytical expression for the 
precession rate is obtained so that the linear relation can be determined quantitatively. It 
is found that the factor which causes the precession of the standing waves is the Coriolis 
force ; the centrifugal force only affects the vibrational frequencies of the standing waves. 
Poisson’s ratio has significant influence on the precession rate especially for moderate or 
high frequency modes. 
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APPENDIX A 

The displacements u, ZI, and w of a non-rotating vibrational shell for the mth circumferential mode are 

1(=- d2 (i, c..d,)cosm& 

v=- d2 ($, cdL)sinmQ, 

WC- b2 (Ii, c.A.) cos mh 

where A,(i = 1,. ,4) are determined by the boundary conditions (Niordson, 1984), 

c,, = (l+v)(B,-mcotBB), c,* = (l+v)(W,-mcot@?!), 

cvj = (l+v)(Y, -mcotBY), cud = - &% 

C,I = -(l+v)-?&, c,,z = -(l+v)SW, 
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CL3 = -(l+v)~.cp, CL,4 = -mcot01+9,, 

and 

&I = -a@, c r2 = -a&-qY, 

cw3 = -a,Y+qW, cw4 = 0. 

The 9. .P,, 9,9,, W, W,, Y, and Y’, are the associated Legendre functions 

B = P,“(cos 6), 8, = Py+’ (cos cl), 

1 = P;“(cos e), 1, = P,“+‘(cose), 

9 = Ry(COS8), w, = R,“+l(cose), 

Y = S;“(cos8), Y, = sym+~(cose), 

where RF” and Scm are the real and imaginary parts of P;” if [ is complex. The a4 and a6 in the expressions for 
c,, , cw2, and c,) are defined by 

a4 =/2+1-v-p, a6 =1+1-v-<. 

The degrees (subscripts) 6, [, and 7 of the above-mentioned associated Legendre functions are related to /3, 5, q, 
and p by equations 

u((r+l) = --/I, c(i+l) = -t-iv, z(s+ 1) = -p. 

The b, 5, and q are the coefficients of the differential equation for a vibrating spherical shell 

where 8 is a potential function. 


